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The Warner Amazon Expedition March 2009. Interim Report An analysis of the evidence and theories presented to date, 28th July 2009



Introduction Occam's Razor Occam’s Razor (or Ockham’s Razor) is a widely used principle in science that helps simplfy complex arguments.



This principle should assist us when considering all the evidence presented by Mike & Greg Warner regarding their theory of a giant snake in the jungle located at the Napo/Amazon confluence and the main counter-theory which suggests that the photographs from the expedition 315 & 317 show a sandbar.



Occam’s Razor States: “Of several acceptable explanations for a phenomenon, the simplest is preferable, provided that it takes all circumstances into account” or “A superficially simple phenomenon may have a complex mechanism behind it. A simple explanation would be simplistic if it failed to capture all the essential and relevant parts. Instead, one should choose the simplest explanation that explains the most data”



Given The Aforementioned Principle, The Data Set That Must Be Satisfied Is As Follows: The Research Mike Warner has been researching claims of large reptiles since 1985. Most of the research has focussed on areas in and around the Amazon basin. The work has been carried forward privately without any external funding or organisations being involved.



The research material includes, but is not limited to, excerpts from books, ancient texts, art, scientific journals, newspaper reports, eye witness accounts, legends, mythology and local folklore. More recently (c. 2007) satellite photographs of two © Mike and Greg Warner 28th July 2009 Page 2 of 32



separate sites in the Peruvian Amazon were commissioned which eventually led to the Warner Amazon Expedition in March 2009 which was also privately funded and included Mike’s son Greg Warner in the preparation, execution and subsequent data analysis resulting in the theories and conclusions contained in this document.



Nueva Tanca 1997 An incident took place in Nueva Tanca 1997 (Exhibit A1, A2, A2, A3, A4, A5) where many eye-witnesses reported seeing a large snake move from the jungle to the water up river from the Napo/Amazon confluence. Understanding that snakes have explosive energy, not sustained energy, Mike predicted that the snake would move down river and probably relocate at the next major confluence, the Napo/Amazon.



Google Earth An associate & friend suggested Google Earth may provide some useful information so Mike suggested where to look. Upon examining the location on Google Earth they came across some interesting shapes (Exhibit B1, B2).



These shapes appeared to show a large snake in the area surrounded by watery channels and lagoons. At first the photographic evidence from the expedition suggested that this was a snake-shaped lagoon although on further examination in became clear that there are two snake-shaped lagoons at the Napo/Amazon. One was in the location found on Google Earth and another, closer to the Napo river, similar in dimensions but rotated 90 degrees and running parallel with the Napo river not perpendicular to it as is the other.



Google Earth also showed many irregular channels leading from the confluence and terminating in the jungle. These channels seemed to match Colonel Percy Fawcett’s report of ‘large trails in the jungle’ (Exhibit C1).



Satellite Photographs The Google Earth observations led to the commissioning of several satellite photographs through Digitalglobe & Europa Technologies (Exhibit D1, D2). The first (D1) shows a channel running through the jungle that appeared to have white water running through it but Mike new from his research material that there was no white water in that area of the Amazon. His hypothesis was that it was the shed skin of a © Mike and Greg Warner 28th July 2009 Page 3 of 32



large snake as it passed through a channel it had made. The second (D2) showed a forked channel nearby, with large triangular shapes on the ground and what appeared to be a snake moving through a second, smaller channel. Mike new from his research material and eye-witness accounts that the snake he was pursuing was not a typical green anaconda but something described as having a ‘large triangular head’



The Expedition Mike & Greg Warner clearly stated their objective for the expedition (Exhibit E1) demonstrating that their expedition had purpose and their discovery of the snake in photographs 315 & 317 and the evidence of a complex system of major and minor channels and lagoons was not accidental.



During their expedition to the region of the Napo/Amazon confluence in March 2009 Mike & Greg Warner became aware of a snake the locals refer to as Yacumama (mother of the water) or Sachamama (mother of the jungle/earth) or Black Boa all of which are deeply entrenched in the native culture and belief systems much of which matched with the information that Mike had researched.



Habitat A large animal leaves evidence of its existence in its habitat. The photographic and video evidence shows physical, observable evidence of channels and lagoons which are created by this animal. Although there are signs of some manmade and natural water features, there is clear evidence of features that cannot be easily explained by either. Sample video available online at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5kWSjy_DT4



Physical Characteristics The eyes are large. The skin of the body and head is dark brown and may even be black. The head is large and triangular in shape and may possess other attributes described in the research material as ‘antennae’, ‘horns’ or ‘ears’. Size varies but an adult can reach 40M in length and approximately 2M in width. Evidence exists at the Napo/Amazon that suggests that another snake of monumental proportions exists at the confluence capable of creating large snake-shaped lagoons. Photographic evidence exists of two such lagoons. Sample video available online at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5kWSjy_DT4 © Mike and Greg Warner 28th July 2009 Page 4 of 32



Size (folklore) Indigenous tribes describe ‘Yacumama’ as being ‘50 paces (125 feet) long’ and ‘anything that passes within 100 paces (250 feet) enters its mouth’. See (Exhibit F1)



Size (eye-witness accounts) Nueva Tacna: Eye-witnesses Carlos Manuyama & Alejandro Mecedo described a snake “40M in length and 2M in width” (Exhibit A5).



Diario Newspaper Pernambuco, 1948: In the Ben River Sea, an area west of Manaus, Brazil, 1948 a snake was caught (while digesting a steer), tied by rope to a tug and dragged down river to Manaus where it was machine-gunned to death, photographed and measured. The measurements of this snake were 40M length by 0.8M width. (Exhibit F2).



Size (photographic) These dimensions match the dimensions of the snake photographed in images 315 & 317 given that what appears to be the head measures c.2M in width making a realistic approximation of a length of 40M (131 feet). See (Exhibits F3 & F4).



Colour The original name for Anaconda is Eunectes murinus. Murinus is transalted ‘mouse coloured’ and eunectes means ‘good swimmer’. Whereas it is possible that this is not a description but only a name tag, it stands to reason that if it is a descriptor (as is the “good swimmer” part of the name) then it is describing a mouse native to the region of South America, which is light brown or biege (Exhibit G1).



Eyes Eyes are large and several eye-witness accounts including the most recent sighting known to the Warner’s at Moronocha describe the eyes as being as large as the search lights on a boat (consider the type of search lights common to Amazonian vessels). Also, there are many reports describing the as glowing or phosphorescent.
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Names Giant Anaconda, Black Boa (S. America), Yacumama translated ‘mother of the water’ (S. America), Sachamama translated ‘mother of the jungle/earth’ S. America), Giant Sucuriju (S. America), Matadora translated ‘the bull killer’ (S. America), Dormadera translated ‘the sleeper’ (S. America), Incanyamba (S. Africa), Lau (Africa), Minhocao (Cryptid), Leviathon (Old Testament). Species The exact species of this creature is unknown but we believe that the physical characteristics and behaviour are that of a snake with behaviour not dissimilar to a caecilian. Although largely thought to be a giant anaconda it is possible that this is a species previously unknown to science.



Behaviour & Habitat It is believed that these creatures are both aquatic and capable of burrowing deep into the earth. Physical evidence of a network of major and minor watery channels exists at the Nap/Amazon. Due to this snake’s enormous proportions and weight this area makes it ideally suited as a natural habitat. It is understood that this snake is capable of engorging and discouraging water at a velocity that makes it capable of using the water as an instrument for hunting and burrowing. The indigenous people of the Peruvian Amazon testify to a loud boom that can be heard when the Yacumama is hunting.



Food Supply & Cannibalism As this snake favours confluences, it stands to reason that an important part of its diet includes fish as well as other local animals including caiman, monkeys and other snakes.



Mike’s hypothesis is that this snake eventually will grow to be so large that it becomes immobilised in the jungle, thereupon becoming ‘Sachamama’ (mother of the jungle/earth). At this point it may release pheromones to attract snakes of the same species and thus feed on them.



This process may even restrict the population of this species in a given area.
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Moronococha Greg & Mike Warner commissioned their guide from the expedition to follow up on newspaper reports of Moronococha on the edge of the city of Iquitos and get detailed eye-witness reports while the story was fresh and current as this would make the data more reliable (Exhibit I1, I2, I3). This account is compelling and describes a large snake moving an island of vegetation in Moronocha in order to move a floating house. Mike’s hypothesis is that the house was posing as an obstacle for the snake and its objective was to move the house (which was on stilts in the water) which may have been blocking its path to the Amazon River which borders the lake. ‘Carries its Water With It’ Both the indigenous tribes of Africa and South America describe a snake that ‘carries its water with it’. This may have one or all of the following functions: I.



Stunning prey or dislodging them out trees (the Yacumama reportedly engorges water and shoots it at its prey like a water canon)



II.



As it ‘carries its water with it’ it is possible that it may use this water pressure to support its skeletal structure as it moves through the jungle.



III.



Mike’s hypothesis is that it can also use water as an instrument for burrowing.



The Counter-Theory of the Sandbar Some have stated that the object found in photographs 315 & 317 from the Warner Amazon Expedition is nothing more than a Sandbar. It is important to understand what a sandbar is and how it forms.



Sandbars are created by the movement of water whether it is a running river or waves from an ocean. However, the channel photographed in 315 & 317 is not a river. It is still water therefore it is incapable of generating enough force to build a sandbar. In the hundreds of photographs and hours of video taken, there is no evidence of sandbars anywhere the region of the Napo Amazon Confluence.



This theory does not stand up under scientific scrutiny or even basic logic. Under the scientific principle of Occam’s razor is “simplistic” by definition and ‘failes to capture all the essential and relevant evidence’. © Mike and Greg Warner 28th July 2009 Page 7 of 32



Conclusion Given the scientific principle of Occam’s razor, the evidence provided in this report and the apparent absence of any other credible explanation, the only reasonable conclusion to be drawn and which represents the “simplest explanation that explains the most data” is that Mike & Greg Warner’s Expedition to the Peruvian Amazon did indeed prove the existence of a giant snake inhabiting the area of the Napo/Amazon confluence.



Mike & Greg Warner 28th July 2009
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EXHIBITS A1 Nueva Tacna 1997 University of Madre de Dios Amazon This article was translated by Google. The original, and full, report in Spanish can be found online using the keyword search provided. Giant snakes An Approach to Cosmovision Criptozoológica most important of the Amazon Blgo. Víctor Velásquez Zea Teaching at the University of Madre de Dios Amazon - UNAM Director of TROPIFAUNA Serpentarium ABSTRACT The present article examines the myths and realities related to the existence of giant snakes. It explores the literature sources, oral testimonies are collected and described what is the worldview of the rural Amazonia, in relation to existence of giant snakes and their importance to the environment. Following is an analysis of the origins of these myths and the potential impacts on the conservation status of the great Amazonian snakes. The information was collected in the regions of Loreto and Madre de Dios in Peru. KEY WORDS: Snakes, cryptozoología, myths, cosmology, Amazon, ufology, forests, herpetology. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND In 1997, an event happened in the mysterious region of Loreto. In the course day by the City of Iquitos, a giant snake (boa) that would have attracted a large following that would have shaken the lethargy and the forest along its movement until the collapse in the Amazon River. What's curious is that none of the witnesses of the event saw the huge animal, only ensures that saw the displacement of soil, mud and trees from the forest interior, and then ended up plunging into the River. These witnesses claimed that the boa was below ground, which is why it could not be observed. About this history, Picasso (1990-2004), refers to a newspaper of Valencia New Tacna, 100 kilometers of Iquitos, down the water of the river Amazon, a strong sliding of the floor of a forest was produced that produced the trees dozens leveling along a section of almost 500 meters of long and 50 of wide, that finished on the banks of the same river. Such event was attributed by the local people and then by the municipal authorities of Iquitos, to an extraordinary snake (boa) that would have awoke after a great lethargy and that would have shaken the forest along its displacement until finishing being sunk in the river Amazon. The curious thing of the © Mike and Greg Warner 28th July 2009 Page 9 of 32



case is that nobody of the witnesses of the event could observe to the immense animal; alone they assure that they saw the displacement of land, mud and trees originating from the interior of the forest and that then finished being submerged in the river. These witnesses assured that the boa came under the floor, reason by which could not be observed. Some of the features explained in this paper come from data collected in the departments of Loreto and Madre de Dios, speculating that it would be the same, at least in general terms to those that might come from other Amazon regions. II. MATERIAL AND METHODS Since 1996 the author has compiled information from written and oral, concerning the existence of giant snakes, both in the region of Loreto in the Madre de Dios, the latter being where they have compiled the largest data from oral testimony. The testimonies have been recorded on audio tape and are filed as evidence in this work. Data were collected mainly in the province of Tambopata and Tahuamanu, but there are also data obtained during a visit to the province Manu in 2004.
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A2 Nueva Tacna 1997



A3 Nueva Tacna 1997
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A4 Nueva Tacna 1997
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A5 Nueva Tacna 1997
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B1 Google Earth Images Coordinates for these images are at 72 37' 45"w, 3 23' 48"s



B2
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C1 Major Percy H. Fawcett Major Percy H. Fawcett's widely documented account of a giant anaconda encounter while travelling upstream on a tributary of the River Amazon. He talks about “trails in the swamps”: “…We stepped ashore and approached the reptile with caution. It was out of action, but shivers ran up and down the body like puffs of wind on a mountain tarn. As far as it was possible to measure, a length of 45 feet lay out of the water, and 17 feet in it, making a total length of 62 feet…Such large specimens as this may not be common, but the trails in the swamps reach a width of six feet and support the statements of Indians and rubber pickers that the anaconda sometimes reaches an incredible size, altogether dwarfing the one shot by me. The Brazilian Boundary Commission told me of one killed in the Rio Paraguay exceeding 80 feet in length!”
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D1 Satellite Photographs
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D2 Satellite Photograph



E1 Pre-Expedition Press Release
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F1 Pace Count to Measure Ground Distance http://www.armystudyguide.com/content/army_board_study_guide_topics/land_ navigation_map_reading/how-to-use-pace-count-to-.shtml



F2 Diario Newspaper Pernambuco, 1948
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F3 Warner Amazon Expedition Image 315
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F4 Warner Amazon Expedition Image 317



G1 Typical South American Mouse www.nmnh.si.edu
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I1 Moronococha Newspaper Reports June 2009
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I2 Moronococha Post-Expedition Research Photos, Privately Commissioned
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I3 Moronococha Eye-witness Accounts Report 1 Hi Greg, Well, I am still looking for Dolores Shuna. They moved to another place. I will keep trying to get her. I got a phone of her daughter -not answering yet, so soon I will find her. I talked to Artemio and his niece. They live at the area. What actually happened was that it was raining around 6:30-7:00PM the day of the event. Dolores house was built on stilts over the water. The whole area was and still is flooded which is unusual for this time of year. This is the highest flood they had in many years. She pointed out a big area of massive vegetation and said that it moved towards Dolore's house and like pushed the house out the ground. There were waives. The vegetation moved like 40 meters to get to Dolore's house and pushed the house another 60 meters away. The amazing is that this massive vegetation moved back to its original location. How could that happen? asks Artemio's niece. The Sachamama is not seen very easily -she says- Sachamama lives underground, burrowed -she ends. Only with dynamite people can kill it, says she. Don Artemio was the one who helped the elders to safety. Don Artemio said that only the elders saw the fierce animal, it looked like a huge dark tree floating then disappeared. © Mike and Greg Warner 28th July 2009 Page 27 of 32



Dolores could see the eyes, they were so big they looked like a boats spot lights. He also wonders how it was possible that this massive mass of vegetation moved back to its original site. Something has moved the vegetation, it possibly has a mother -he continues- if it was a simple vegetation it would've stayed where it pushed the house to, but not return to its original site. Something that amazed me was that Don Artemio asked me -you must remember about what happened in Oran? when Chavez Sibina was the Mayor? That the Anaconda came out. It came dragging the trees like a tractor to the Amazon. (Wow this was something. The Anaconda.) He said that the Anaconda at oran came from the high jungle into the middle Amazon River near the Napo area. I guess Nueva Tacna is in Oran. He did not know. We will get first hand information when I find Dolores Shuna and then we will know what happened to her house and how it was the animal that she saw. Regards, Joe



From: Greg Warner To: joe valles Sent: Friday, June 19, 2009 11:44:39 AM Subject: The research project Hi Jose The research we need is mostly about the event in Morona Cocha and we would like you to interview the locals. If you can speak to Mrs or Mr Shuna for the detailed description (maybe bring pencil and paper for them to draw/sketch the snake) These are the details you gave me from the news papers: location sector 11 of the HUman settlement Micaela Bastidas People Mrs.Dlores Shuna and spouse Artemio Mayta Aricaya.& Admin Perez Gutierrez, 26 Use your own judgment on what to ask and who to speak to but we would like to know if you think it actually happened as the paper tells the story or what really happened. Questions of interest: Colour? Size of snake? © Mike and Greg Warner 28th July 2009 Page 28 of 32



Shape of head? Horns, where were they? Behind eyes, on the nose etc? Size of horns, did they move about? What has been happening in the area, did the people move there recently, did the snake move there recently? You can print out our expedition picture 317 in the channel and see if Mrs Shuna recognises any features. Maybe take some photos of the people and the House & lake. Dad would also like to know if it make a noise, what sound did it make? He has heard that the tribes of the jungle can summon it with a conch or shell as a horn, why? Does it sound the same? Also if you could ask some questions in Iquitos or by phone about the following: 1)Nueva Tacna 1997 event of sachamama: Carlos Manuyama & Alejandro Macedo are locals there and Mr Chavez was the mayor of Maynas County at the time. 2) People at Napo/Amazon (the huts on the Napo): Is it possible to find out what they know, if they have seen or heard anything unusual? Do what you can and make notes, drawings, and photos wherever possible. If you have a tape recorder this may help to transcribe later. Good luck with your trip and we look forward to hearing from you. (We wish we were going also!) Kind regards Greg & Mike



Report 2 Hello Greg, I found Mrs. Shuna after a couple of days of tracking her and gathering information of her whereabouts. This is her story (her husband talked more): Around 5:00 pm, Mrs. Shuna was taking a bath at the side of her house and saw this animal floating up at the edge on this vegetation around 40 meters from where she was. It was a huge part of the boa, part of the head.. it was black and the floating part seemed like 0.60 mts. above the water level. She turns around (husband was eating inside) to call her husband to see it..-he was inside the housebut he gets to where she was the animal was gone. © Mike and Greg Warner 28th July 2009 Page 29 of 32



Oh! no, it is not there anymore! Heavy rain and wind started to form. Her husband urged her to stop taking the bath to get inside to safe. We may need to get on the canoe to go to the other side onto land. -He said. It rained hard with some heavy wind, but when the rain and wind was stopping, Don Mnuel -her husband- noticed that the mass of vegetation started to move slowly towards the house. Her husband was asking Mrs. Shuna to get on the canoe to leave, the mass of vegetation (floating island?) (calculated by her husband 200 sq meters) The elders had a raft by the house, the island pushed the raft against the underdise of the house. Mrs. Shuna was still in the house refusing to leave her house because she was affraid the animal was going to eat her. It was very confusing. The house was colapsing now, and at the last minute her husband managed to get her on the canoe and left. They heard the house crack as the island dragged it like 50 meters away. Surprisingly the island floated back to its original site. They think may the house was on its way, because some time ago they -the water was even higher- could hera something huge bumping bumping to the stilts of the house under water. They also used to smell heavy reptile smell those nights of the bumpings against the stilts of the house. Smell like when a boa urinates. They also said that this animal wanted to take us out of there. Also, they say around a month ago people were dinamiting the river to get fish. It is then when they realized that this island started move around to finally stop where it was before their house gets trashed. There were times wiht heavier winds but the island did not move, they wonder why it did what it did to them. Mrs. Shuna does not want to go back there. Her husband wants to go back there to recuperate his farming land. I asked them... what would happen to the animal? would it follow the water as it goes lower? He asnwered: ahhh maybe but where it stays, it will just dig the ground and burrow in there.. This is what they do. And in doing so the animal keeps water in the area where it is burrowed. There is a creeck right there that has water all the time, -they said.
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They heard some people saying that the Army and Navy will go there when it is dry and burn the whole area (island). Comment. I don't know if this real .. or it was just a rumor they heard.. or people just said that to confort the elders.(about the Army & Navy). This makes me remind Mr. Chavez Sibina calling the Navy at Nueva Tacna. My friends this is the end of my work on Mrs. Shuna case. Kind regards, Joe.



Report 3 Hi Greg & Mike, Mrs. Shuna said it was black, she could only see the side of the head which was visible; perhaps head plus 2 meters down the head, the rest was under water... her husband stimated 40 meters length according to the sickness of the head. All this happened just before sunset... they (Mrs. Shuna & Husb...) mentioned that some other people said big eyes and horns, people from other area adding something more to the image of the animal. Mrs. Shuna did not notice horns. the animal was had the tall vegetation as background when she saw it. this could've blocked her view of the horns -just my guess. Considering the situation I would like to stay behind the scenes for safety reasons. As for getting in contact with people of Nueva Tacna and the Napo/Amazon fishermen and people would take some time at least a week or more. It would involve going to the sites and meeting with them. Also much investigation would have to be done prior and during the reasearch. It would deppend on my availability, time and resources. Looking forward to hearing from you soon. Joe From: Greg Warner To: joe valles Sent: Friday, June 26, 2009 12:47:43 PM Subject: RE: Mrs Shuna Hi Joe The report is excellent and we have much to consider about the behavior of the Black Boa. We have come to some conclusions about the animal which you can read in the attached report which we have shared with scientists. This new information from you will help us put the puzzle together we hope.
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We may even have another project for you if you think you can make contact with the people involved in the Nueva Tacna event and also the farmers/Fishers at the Napo/Amazon. If is not too much to ask, not too much trouble for you The only thing missing from your report from Mrs Shuna was specific details about the snake, Does “dark” mean black or dark brown, estimated width in meters, estimated length (visible), size of eyes, horns/antennae or any other features? …and any other specific information would be valuable. If you can get this for your report it will be a great help. By the way, the work on the photos was excellent and your detective work in finding Mrs. Shuna! King regards Mike and Greg Warner



Further Reading Giant Anaconda Amazon, South America ©TrueAuthority.com - 11/05



http://www.trueauthority.com/cryptozoology/anaconda.htm
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